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in character. The Indians are convinced that they know what
they want. The Burmese are not sure. In the first awakening
of nationalism they dreamed of an independent, or at any rate
completely self-governing Burma. Some hesitated not because
they considered this realization unattainable—and perhaps too
they were a little doubtful of arduous responsibility—but also
because they were not certain of its desirability. That separation
as a justifiable demand was recognized. In almost all its aspects
the annexation of Burma to India was from the first open to grave
criticism. The prosperity of Burma has been increased, its
progress hastened, but the Burmese have not reaped their share
of the benefits.
The Indians stepped in and did all those things which the
Burmese had left undone, until in the end they monopolized
the petty trades and flooded the labour market and even competed
in agricultural pursuits. The Burmese sat by and made little
effort to stem the flood of Indian immigration until to-day even
on the remote upper waters of the Irrawaddy and the Chindwina
the Indian dominates. If the Indian has increased the prosperity
of Burma he has also served to isolate the Burman, who is ill-
provided by nature to assert himself. The Indian has flooded
Government employment, trade and labour, and much of his
earnings returns to the country of his origin.
In the first flush of nationalism the tendency of political
aspiration in Burma was toward an immediate separation from
India, which it was hoped, would lead to an exodus of the
Indians. It was not at first realized that such a result would
entail chaos and disaster, for there was no one to take the Indian*s
place. Their presence is a necessity ; even if in the opinion of
the Burmese, a distasteful necessity. The situation quickly
reached an acute stage. Labour riots leading to the departure
of many thousands of Indians took place in Rangoon.
At the Round-Table 1930 Conference in London the separa-
tion of Burma was demanded and accepted in principle, but
meanwhile in Burma itself doubts as to its desirability had arisen
and opposition to that policy came into existence. The argument
against separation was based both upon fact and fallacy—fact in
that Burma, if she refused it, would as an integral part of Federated
India enjoy large if not complete provincial autonomy and could
still count upon the powerful combination of Federated India
to safeguard her interests and guarantee her privileges. Fallacy
in that belief^ was general throughout the country that without

